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What is the essence of the public call?
The purpose of the public call is to introduce smart and innovative solutions into production processes 
by testing a cross-regional voucher scheme that supports inter-regional transfer of smart solutions (i.e., Smart 
manufacturing) into domestic production-oriented micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).

The objective of the call is to improve the efficiency of production-oriented micro, small and medi-
um-sized enterprises through the introduction of smart and innovative technical solutions into production 
processes that in the context of demonstration projects show improvements in the areas of (1) cost-effec-
tiveness, (2) quality assurance and (3) risks management, and consequently promote transition to 
Industry 4.0.

Would you like
to apply novel
technologies

in your production?

Are you interested
to improve your
manufacturing

processes
in your SME?

Do you have a
production-oriented 

micro/small and
medium-sized

enterprise?

If your answer is YES - then this call is for you!



FACTS AND FIGURES FOR THE CALL 

The highest ranked applications will be
selected for funding in each country

APPLICANT may only be a production-
oriented micro, small or medium-sized
enterprise  - it has to be located in the 
same country where the call has been 
announced.

SOLUTION PROVIDER can only be a legal en-
tity established in the area of project Smart 
Factory Hub project. (Austria, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, 
Republic of Slovenia, Romania, Slovakia,
Serbia)

End of the demonstration project and
deadline for submission of report: 31.3.2019

The deadline for submitting the 
application is 18.1.2019 15:00 (CET).

Payment for service provision: 1.5.2019

Deadline for issuing the selection 
decision and contracting: 1.2.2019

Start of the demonstration project: 1.2.2019

If you interested to apply, here you can find the call for:

Austria:
https://www.profactor.at/ueber-uns/netzwerk/projekte/smart-factory-hub/smart-factory-hub-public-call/

Bulgaria: http://www.ictcluster.bg/bg/актуално/новини/покана-за-внедряване-на-иновативно-решение/

Croatia:  https://hamagbicro.hr/javni-poziv-industrija-4-0-pametna-i-inovativna-rjesenja/ 

Czech Republic: http://kpv.zcu.cz/research/verejna_vyzva.html  

Germany:
http://www.interreg-danube.eu/uploads/media/approved_project_output/0001/24/f73dde036d2b8a0327892c34dcf4781dd69f34e5.pdf 

Hungary:
https://pbn.hu/hu/aktualitasok/511-felhivas-felhivas-okos-es-innovativ-megoldasok-megvalositasara-smart-factory-hub-projekt-kereteben.html 

Republic of Slovenia:
http://p-tech.si/javni-poziv-za-uvajanje-pametnih-inovativnih-resitev-v-sklopu-projekta-smart-factory-hub/ 
 
Romania: https://www.utcluj.ro/media/notices/2018/interreg.pdf 

Slovakia: http://web.sopk.sk/view.php?cisloclanku=2018111604 

Serbia: http://www.pks.rs/ONama.aspx?id=1553&p=0&t=14 



Smart and innovative solutions that fall into
at least one of the following areas:

 Solutions linked to production processes, such as ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning) and MES (Manufacturing Execution System) based 
solutions. Those are increasing efficiency, quality and control at the level of 
the production floor or the company as a whole (including supply chain, 
KPIs, planning, …). 

Solutions linked to managing internal resources, such as resource manage-
ment and allocation, skill and performance management, training admi-
nistration, etc. 

Smart Supply network allow transparency over supplier inventories and 
vehicle logistics for automatic and optimized supply decisions.

Next-gen manufacturing systems make automated and smart decisions 
(e.g. production scheduling), offer intelligent machine applications, seam-
less engineering integration and allow for remote visualization, monitoring, 
control, alerts, production scheduling and execution.

Cloud storage/processing offer data storage and application
processing on secure cloud servers.

Data analytics is based on advance decision algorithms & real-time analytics.

Cybersecurity offer encrypted data and protection mechanisms against 
cyber threats.

Intelligent sensors/actors are deeply integrated in machines, wirelessly 
stream data and have an own analytics engine (edge analytics).

Cyber physical systems are interconnected systems and social
machines that control physical entities.

Smart maintenance of machines becomes integrated (autonomous) aided 
by predictive algorithms and remote assistance systems. 

Mobile workforce equips workers with mobile devices and
augmented reality devices to process real-time information.

Self-driving vehicles make possible that material is handled via
autonomous vehicles and intelligent transportation units.

Intelligent products carry relevant information for machines to make decisions. 

Additive manufacturing offer 3D printing that allows rapid
prototyping and rapid spare part printing. Technologies turn more and 
more to real products with new design

Robotics offer use of flexible robots augments intelligence, automates
certain processes and creates new forms of worker-robot interaction.

 Solutions to increase
efficiency of
production processes

Solutions for effective 
human resource
management systems

Smart supply network

Next-gen
manufacturing systems

Cloud storage /
processing

Data analytics

Cybersecurity

Intelligent sensors /
actors

Cyber physical systems

Smart maintenance

Mobile workforce

Self-driving vehicles

Intelligent products

Additive manufacturing

Robotics
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C - Novel technologies:

Advanced materials are new materials such as nanomaterials as well as 
integrated computational materials engineering (ICME).Advanced materials14

Responsive manufacturing are individual manufacturing steps that are 
designed for customer interaction so that product can be tailor-made for 
customers.

Responsive
manufacturing
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Physical and cognitive assistance provides optimized assistance for the 
worker in the factory, such as Physical (e.g. Robots, Exo skeletons..) and
cognitive (e.g. via Handhelds, Voice)

Physical and cognitive 
assistance
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Discover more about
Smart Factory HUB
http://www.interreg-danube.eu/approved-projects/smart-factory-hub

Smart Factory Cooperation Platform (SFCP)
http://www.p-tech.si/sfh-mapping/

Smart Factory HUB E-learning Platform
https://elp.iao.fraunhofer.de/moodle/

Contact Us

Lead partner Project manager:
Daniel Copot
Pomurje Technology Park
E-mail: daniel.copot@p-tech.si
web: www.p-tech.si

Communication manager:
Renáta Csabai
Pannon Business Network Association
E-mail: renata.csabai@pbn.hu
web: www.pbn.hu

www.facebook.com/smartfactoryhub/?ref=settings

twitter.com/SmartFactoryHUB

www.linkedin.com/in/smart-factory-hub-66183a13b/


